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INTRODUCTION 

Under the leadership of the office of Educational and Institutional Renewal and the office of 
Diversity, Equity, and Global Initiatives, AAC&U will seek to launch a major new initiative, 
Making Excellence Inclusive. The initiative draws upon a decade of earlier AAC&U work with 
several hundred colleges and universities that participated in American Commitments: Diversity, 
Democracy, and Liberal Education. It also is shaped by the Greater Expectations Report, and 
by AAC&U's .recent work as a lead partner in Pathways to College, a national initiative on 
college access and success for students from underserved communities. 

If American Commitments was, among other things, a call to "recommit ourselves-as 
educators and as citizens-to the still-elusive goal of meaningful equality for every American," 
Greater Expectations called for raising the bar on quality from schools through college and 
create pathways to excellence from k-16. While achieving excellence is understood as 
everyone's job, attending to diversity is typically seen as the responsibility of only a few. Making 
Excellence Inclusive seeks to underscore that it is not possible to achieve excellence without 
inclusive diversity, thus making the case that it is the responsibility of each and everyone of us 
to link the next generation work on diversity and inclusion with work on academic quality. 

Instead of defining campus diversity as only a matter of having the right demographic mix of 
students, we need to define it as committing higher education to preparing all students for the 
kind of excellence in education that prepares them for citizenship in a diverse but stratified 
society. Instead of thinking academic excellence is a matter of standardized test scores and 
high school grade point averages, we need to measure excellence in broader ways that capture 
the full span of human expressions of thought, leadership, and responsible action. This will 
require not just a shift in our thinking but in our acting. We are calling for institutions to make 
excellence inclusive. 

A one-year planning grant from the Ford Foundation-Inclusive Excellence: Diversity, Inclusion 
and Institutional Renewal-has allowed us to examine how we might help campuses make this 
conceptual and practical shift. The definition of inclusive excellence which guides our new 

)I initiative is primarily characterized by: 

• a focus on achieving the highest levels of student intellectual and social development; 
• attentiveness to drawing on the cultural differences that learners bring to the educational 

experience to enhance the teaching and learning enterprise; 
• a purposeful development and use of organizational resources to enhance student 

learning and knowledge development; and 
• a welcoming community that engages all of its diversity in the service of student and 

organizational learning. 

Building upon the work of the Ford planning grant and our deeper engagement in k-16 
partnerships, we are proposing a family of projects that will assist colleges and universities with 
their schools and community partners to address the complexity of the tasks necessary before 
excellence is inclusive. 



We detail below the two broad categories of organizational work needed for postsecondary 
institutions to make excellence inclusive. 

A. Increase Organizational leadership and Leaming 
1. Create integrated, comprehensive institutional structures to support making excellence 

inclusive. 
2. Develop research,, assessment, and evaluation for organizational learning and academic 

improvement. 

B. Support Student Leaming 
1. Strengt)1en pathways to and through college by preparing students for College Level 

Work. 
2. Design curricular and support structures that enhance learning and lead to academic 

excellence. 

By focusing on inclusive excellence and not simply on access, Making Excellence Inclusive is 
asking far more of schools and colleges. It asks deeper questions about how to structure the 
educational experience to ensure that all students learn well; how to create educational 
environments that draw on diversity and inclusion to achieve excellence; and how to organize 
pedagogies, ways of knowing, and the curriculum itself to illustrate that academic excellence is 
only excellent when it is inclusive. 

A. INCREASE ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND LEARNING 

1. Create Integrated, Comprehensive Institutional Structures that Support Making 
Excellence Inclusive 

Project work in this area will seek to answer questions such as: 
• How might we coordinate the many campus efforts so they have a greater institutional 

impact and sustainability? 
• How might we move from discrete circles of commitment to integrated structures in the 

service of inclusive excellence? 

This will require attention on several organizational fronts and at all leadership levels. To begin, 
institutions should work to align organizational action with their educational mission for all 
students. However, because underserved students have received differential preparation, 
particular attention must be paid to how to ensure their long-term success in college. 

Efforts to understand the specific needs of underserved students should be coupled with 
comprehensive efforts to make the campus climate more inclusive. One can frequently identify 
pockets of inclusion and innovation but rarely detect coordinating structures between them. 
With so many individual diversity initiatives springing up like crocuses in a spring lawn, people 
long for coherence and cohesion. Campuses need to determine what mediating structures 
leverage more far-reaching change. 
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2. Develop Research, Assessment, and Evaluation for Organizational Leaming and 
Academic Improvement 

Questions in this area include: 
" How might we aid campuses in building their capacity to conduct self-assessments and 

program evaluations so that they can consistently gather and use information for 
learning? 

" How can we translate data that campus leaders are already collecting into effective 
campus practices that advance excellence for all students? 

• How might we help campuses fashion these self-assessments so that they can be used 
for regional and content~specific accreditation, as well as for accountability to federal and 
local legislative mandates? 

The areas of work cannot be realistically be ,undertaken without a clear understanding of where 
the institution is doing well and where additional work is needed. This deeper understanding of 
the action steps to be taken can be accomplished by collecting, analyzing, and using specific 
sets of data to understand the needs of all students and paying particular attention to the needs 
of underserved students. This includes, but is not limited to: a) monitoring students' academic 
progress and intervening when appropriate (e.g., early-semester work and grade review); b) 
reviewing retention rates by academic major by school in larger institutions; c) conducting 
campus climate surveys; d) examining comparatively national survey surveys of and interviews 
with entering/exiting students; e) analyzing the use of academic support structures; e) 
assessing the needs of employers and community; and f) examining graduation rates and 
placement surveys. In order to guide organizational change and action and ensure educational 
equity, these data must be disaggregated on several dimensions including race/ethnicity, socio
economic status, gender, ability, and generational status. 

8. SUPPORT STUDENT LEARNING 

1. Strengthen Pathways to and Through College by Preparing Students for College level 
Work. 

Campuses will want answers to the following questions to aid their work. 

.. How might colleges help improve the rigor, quality and scope (e.g., depth and breadth in 
arts and sciences subjects) of the curriculum in k-12 schools? 

• How might the campus make the pathways to college clearer to students and the 
transitions once in college more manageable? 

We cannot simply wait for K-12 education system to self-correct and hope that the self
correction will align with AAC&U's greater expectation vision. The postsecondary education 
community needs to help prepare for college readiness while recognizing that once in college, 
many students will need additional help in navigating an unfamiliar academic environment. 

Campuses need to develop close ties between students' high schools, families, and 
communities; provide support to students with differences in life and family circumstances; and 
provide outreach to adults to go to college who left the education system after high school. We 
will need to begin well before students reach the postsecondary education system by: a) helping 
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to ensure there are demanding/advanced placement course opportunities in underserved high 
schools; b) offering appropriate summer bridge programs to college; and c) structuring 
orientation programs and ongoing interactions with families and communities that help all 
students. but particularly underserved students and their families, navigate the new environment 
and organizational structures. 

2. Design curricular and support structures that enhance learning and academic 
excellence 

Efforts in this area might pose questions like: 

• How do we assess and build on the strengths that students bring from their families and 
communities that help them thrive academically? 

• What kinds of academic support structures have proven the most effective in helping 
student's through the first two years of college? 

• How might we design the curriculum so it requires the very elements that we know lead 
to high levels of student success for all students, whatever their background? 

In recent years, researchers in psychology, education, biological sciences, and mathematics 
have focused attention on how people learn generally and in the context of specific subject 
matter. Campuses need to embrace practices that have been identified as effective in 
deepening students learning and developing educational and curricular structures to support 
these practices. For example, many elite institutions were previously reluctant to provide 
academic support units for all students because it assumed that only certain student required 
"remediation" or developmental education. Campus leaders began to recognize that no student 
could excel in every subject. This realization enabled leaders to rethink the very premise of 
academic support. Similar rethinking needs to occur around the configuration of the support 
services that enables all students to excel, with particular attention to students who come from 
under-resourced schools and often less prepared for more challenging academic work. These 
might include transition and mentoring programs, strong identity communities, and safe spaces 
for them to flourish. 

In addition to effort focused on the students' needs, there needs to be action taken to help all 
who interact with students to: a) hold every student to high academic expectations; b) develop 
coherence across the curriculum so that what students are expected to learn is readily 
apparent; and c) adopt teaching strategies that are effective in engaging student in their 
learning. 
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